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Abstract: This paper describes RTMN 2.0, an extension of the modeling language RTMN. RTMN
combines process modeling and robot execution. Intuitive robot programming allows those with-
out programming expertise to plan and control robots through easily understandable predefined
modeling notations. These notations achieve no-code programming and serve as templates for users
to create their processes via drag-and-drop functions with graphical representations. The design
of the graphical user interface is based on a user survey and gaps identified in the literature We
validate our survey through the most influential technology acceptance models, with two major
factors: the perceived ease of use and perceived usefulness. While RTMN focuses on the ease of
use and flexibility of robot programming by providing an intuitive modeling language, RTMN 2.0
concentrates on human–robot collaboration (HRC), which represents the current trend of the industry
shift from “mass-production” to “mass-customization”. The biggest contribution that RTMN 2.0
makes is the creation of synergy between HRC modes (based on ISO standards) and HRC task
types in the literature. They are modeled as five different HRC task notations: Coexistence Fence,
Sequential Cooperation SMS, Teaching HG, Parallel Cooperation SSM, and Collaboration PFL. Both
collaboration and safety criteria are defined for each notation. While traditional isolated robot systems
in “mass-production” environments provide high payload capabilities and repeatability, they suffer
from limited flexibility and dexterity in order to be adapted to the variability of customized products.
Therefore, human–robot collaboration is a suitable arrangement to leverage the unique capabilities
of both humans and robots for increased efficiency and quality in the new “mass-customization”
industrial environments. HRC has made a great impact on the robotic industry: it leads to increased
efficiency, reduced costs, and improved productivity, which can be adopted to make up for the skill
gap of a shortage of workers in the manufacturing industry. The extension of RTMN 2.0 includes the
following notations: HRC tasks, requirements, Key Performance Indicators (KPIs), condition checks
and decision making, join/split, and data association. With these additional elements, RTMN 2.0
meets the full range of criteria for agile manufacturing—light-out manufacturing is a manufacturing
philosophy that does not rely on human labor.

Keywords: RTMN; HRC; HRC mode; HRC task; KPI; requirement; decision making

1. Introduction

Flexible robot programming is usually costly and requires much expertise. The devel-
opment cycle often last months or years [1]. This puts significant pressure on operators and
engineers. On the one hand, they are required to control the robot, and on the other hand,
it is difficult to understand the robot’s tasks due to a lack of high-level robotics expertise.
Although frameworks and tools are available to simplify robot programming, these tools
often are not flexible (brand-specific), are too technical, and are not intuitive enough for
operators and engineers [1].
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In our former research, we developed a modeling language called RTMN (Robot
Task Modeling and Notation) [2]—an ontology-enabled, skill-based method of robot task
modeling and notation. It aims to ease the modeling of the robotic process. The basic
elements are based on Business Process Modeling and Notation (BPMN) [3]. The main
motivation for developing RTMN was the challenges that non-robotics experts are facing
in the fast-growing agile production industry: cost and requirement of robot programming
expertise, as well as knowledge of the complexity and difficulties of controlling robotic
systems. In order to bridge this gap, the authors introduced a model-driven framework
that allows for intuitive modeling and programming of robotic processes using RTMN—an
ontology-enabled skill-based robot task model and notation—that enables non-experts to
plan and program robot tasks. In this research work, the authors conducted a literature
analysis, adopting both quantitative (questionnaires) and qualitative (interviews) research
methods, which balanced the limitations of one type of method with the strengths of another
and enabled a more comprehensive understanding of the research area. The validation
results indicate that users find RTMN notations simple to understand and intuitive to use.

This paper covers the second generation of the RTMN. We call this new version RTMN
2.0. RTMN 2.0 adds many additional notations: four human–robot collaboration (HRC)
tasks, requirements, and KPIs; condition checks and decision making; join/split; and data
association. HRC is the main focus among these notations.

This research is conducted under the research project ACROBA. ACROBA is an EU
H2020 project. The consortium consists of 17 partners from 9 countries. “The ACROBA
project aims to develop and demonstrate a novel concept of cognitive robotic platforms
based on a modular approach able to be smoothly adapted to virtually any industrial
scenario applying agile manufacturing principles” [1].

1.1. What Is Human–Robot Collaboration (HRC)?

The ever-growing advancements in the manufacturing industry have made it neces-
sary for companies to optimize their systems by decreasing human workload, fatigue risk,
and overall costs. This necessity has led to the introduction of human–robot collaboration in
industrial environments [4]. Industry experts have established that the complete removal of
humans from manufacturing systems is not viable. A more realistic goal is to have humans
and intelligent machines working in harmony [5]. From an anthropological standpoint,
“collaboration” refers to multiple parties communicating with each other and coordinating
their actions in order to achieve a common goal. To this aim, collaborators observe each
other, infer the intent behind an action, and plan their own actions in accordance with this
intent. Similarly, in human–robot collaboration, robot systems should be designed with the
appropriate tools to coordinate their actions with humans and employ the relevant cogni-
tive and communicative mechanisms such that they can plan actions toward an established
goal [6].

For the successful implementation of human–robot collaboration, the machines would
require advanced cognitive capabilities to allow the human operators to collaborate com-
fortably and efficiently and maintain high confidence in these systems. If implemented
correctly, industries may achieve a reasonable task reduction for human operators. To this
end, robots should be equipped with understanding capabilities that allow them to operate
with a human, just as two humans would when working together [7]. HRC systems do
not rely on an equal divide of workload between humans and robots. The levels of robot
automation are based on the application and are decided such that they lead to an overall
improvement in the system’s performance [8]. This improvement in performance can be
attributed to the complementary strengths of either party. Robots offer an efficient and
guaranteed performance at high speeds, whilst humans offer understanding, reasoning,
and problem solving [4].
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1.2. The Importance of Human–Robot Collaboration (HRC)

The aim of industrial robotics is to enable efficient performance repeatedly and accu-
rately [9]. Currently, assembly lines have important requirements related to adaptability,
mainly due to the rapid rate at which new products are introduced to the market, as
well as changing technologies. The current trends in industry reflect a shift from “mass-
production” to “mass-customization”. Products now come with numerous variants or
upgrades and a much shorter product lifetime. This imposes a challenge regarding flexi-
bility and adaptability on the manufacturing process, a challenge for which human–robot
collaboration is an attractive arrangement [10]. Companies have traditionally relied on
robots with in-built capabilities and limited flexibility. However, this level of flexibility is
not enough to match the current market’s demands [11]. While traditional robot systems
provide high payload capabilities and repeatability, they then suffer from limited flexibility
and dexterity [12]. Thus, human–robot collaboration is a suitable arrangement to leverage
the unique capabilities of both humans and robots for increased efficiency and quality in
industrial scenarios. The recent trend of automation and data exchange, known as Industry
4.0, also supports the use of collaborative systems in industry. The aim of Industry 4.0 is
to achieve efficiency, cost reduction, and increased productivity by means of integrated
automation. This aim highlights the need for flexible and interoperable systems, including
intelligent decision-making software and robots that can be quickly, safely, and intuitively
operated by humans [13].

Industries are increasingly relying on HRC arrangements, both from an engineering
perspective and from a socio-economic standpoint. While the manufacturing industry is
a significant source of employment, it has been reported that most jobs offered by this
sector may remain unfilled. This is attributed to a shortage of workers with the relevant
technological and technical skills [14]. HRC is, therefore, a promising alternative, which
makes up for the skill gap, still requires human operators, and may be more attractive to
the younger generation. Additionally, robotic systems result in higher competitiveness
with countries with cheap labor systems and increase trust in the company’s technological
aptitude. Collaborative systems also alleviate the ergonomic burden on human workers,
resulting in an improved work environment and a reduction in occupational injuries.
This makes environments that include both robots and human laborers more attractive
to interested partners, customers, and the public [15]. Modern technologies of intuitive
systems such as augmented reality, walkthrough programming, and programming by
demonstration are all simple methods to operate collaborative robots, unlike the advanced
technical expertise necessary to operate traditional robotic systems [13].

Currently, collaborative robotic solutions are attractive even to small- and medium-
sized companies since such systems are more affordable, compact, and easy to use com-
pared with traditional robotic systems. Traditionally, factory floors have had strict divisions
of labor, with robots confined to strict safety cages far from humans. Collaborative robots
overcome this division of labor, allowing humans and robots to work closely together.
In doing so, the advantages of strength and automation of the robot are combined with
the flexibility and intuitive nature of the human [12,13]. Evidently, there are numerous
advantages to collaborative robotic systems, including economic, social, and ergonomic
improvements to traditional systems. However, to harness the full benefits of such systems,
companies should adhere to the appropriate safety standards to ensure optimal operation.
These will be discussed in the following section.

1.3. Safety Standards and HRC Modes

The International Federation of Robotics has reported an all-time high of 517,385 new
industrial robots installed in 2021 in factories around the world, with a growth rate of
31%, increased by 22% compared to 2018 (pre-pandemic record). Until now, the stock of
operational robots around the globe has reached 3.5 million units [16]. With the increasing
use of robots in industry, standardization and guidelines to ensure the safety of human
operators are required [10]. Many standards have been proposed to give guidelines for the
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safe use of collaborative robots. The machinery safety is regulated under the Machinery
Directive, which covers the scope of collaborative applications [10]. The following reference
standards are reported (see Table 1):

Table 1. Safety standards.

Type Description Standard

Type A Standard Basic safety standards for
general requirements

ISO 12100: 2010 “Machine safety, general design principles, risk
assessment, and risk reduction” IEC 61508: terminology and
methodology [17]

Type B Standard Generic safety standards
– B1 standards (ISO 13849-1, IEC 62061): specific safety aspects [18]
– B2 standards (ISO 13850, ISO 13851): safeguard [19,20]

Type C Standard

Safety countermeasures for
specific machineryPrioritized
over Type A and
Type B standards

– ISO 10218: safety of industrial robots
– ISO 10218-1:2011 “Robots and equipment for robots, Safety

requirements for industrial robots, Part 1: Robots”, safety
requirements for robot manufacturers (robot and controller) [21]

– ISO 10218-2: 2011 “Robots and equipment for robots, Safety
requirements for industrial robots, Part 2: Systems and integration
of robots”, safety requirements for system integrators (robot and
ancillary devices), [22]

– ISO TS 15066: 2016 “Robots and robotic devices, Collaborative
Robots”, guidance on collaborative robot Operations [23,24]

Four categories of safety requirements are defined for collaborative robots in the type
C international standards (ISO 10218-1, ISO 10218-2, and ISO TS 15066) [10,12,13]:

• Safety-rated monitored stop (SMS)

SMS [10,13] is a collaboration arrangement in which robot motion is stopped before a
human operator enters the collaborative workspace to interact and carry out a task with
the robotic system. This is the most basic form of collaboration and takes place within a
collaborative area, that is, an area of operation shared by the robot and the human. Both
parties can work in this area, but not simultaneously, since the robot cannot move if the
operator is in the shared space. Therefore, it is ideal for tasks in which the robot primarily
works alone and is occasionally interrupted by a human operator. Examples of such tasks
include visual inspection or the positioning of heavy components by the robot for the
human.

• Hand-guiding (HG)

Another mode of collaboration is known as hand-guiding [10,13], or “direct teach”. In
this mode, the operator simply moves the robot to teach it significant positions, without the
use of intermediate interfaces such as teach pendants. These positions are communicated
as commands to the robot system. Throughout this process, the robot arm’s weight is
compensated such that its position is held. A guiding, hand-operated device is used by the
operator to guide the robot’s motion. For this advanced form of collaboration, the robot
must be equipped with safety-rated monitored stop and speed functionalities. Once the
robot has learned the motion and the human operator has left the collaborative area, the
robot may execute the program in automatic mode. However, if the operator enters the
area, the program is interrupted. When the operator is using the hand-guiding device, the
robot operates in a state of safety-rated monitored speed functionality until the operator
releases the arm and leaves the collaborative area, allowing the robot to resume automatic
operation once again.

• Speed and separation monitoring (SSM)

In SSM [10,13], the robot operates even when a human is present by means of safety-
rated monitoring sensors. Thus, human and robot operations take place simultaneously. To
reduce risks, a stipulated protective distance must always be kept between the two parties.
If this distance is not kept, the robot operation stops and only resumes once the operator
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has moved away from the system. If the robot system operates at a reduced speed, the
protective distance is reduced accordingly. The workspace may be divided into “zones”,
whereby if the human is in the green zone, the robot may operate at full speed, if in the
yellow zone, the robot operates with reduced speed, and if the human enters the red zone,
the robot’s operation is stopped. Vision systems are used to monitor these zones.

• Power and force limiting (PFL)

PFL [10,13] is a collaborative approach in which limits are set for motor power and
force such that the human operator and robot may work side-by-side. These limits are set
as a risk reduction method, defined by a risk assessment. To implement this approach,
specific equipment and control modes are required in order to handle collisions between
the robot and human and prevent any injuries to the human.

These four collaborative modes can be applied to both traditional industrial robots
and collaborative robots. For traditional industrial robots, additional safety devices such as
laser sensors or light curtains are required. On the other hand, for collaborative additional
features such as force and torque sensors, force limits, vision systems, laser systems, and
anti-collision systems are required [12].

1.4. HRC Task Types

It is important to analyze the different types of collaboration tasks [10,12,13]. Matheson
et al. used the classification that Müller et al. [25] proposed for human–robot collaboration
in their paper [12], which distinguishes HRC task types into four groups: coexistence (same
environment, no interaction), synchronized (same workspace, different times), cooperation
(same workspace, at the same time, separate tasks), and collaboration (same workspace,
same task, same time). Wang et al. [26] presented the following types in their paper:
coexistence (not sharing workspace, no direct contact), interaction (sharing workspace,
communicating with each other, performing tasks sequentially), cooperation (sharing
workspace, having individual goals, sharing resources, working simultaneously), and
collaboration (joint activity, sharing workspace, having the same goal, physical contact
allowed). Thiemermann [27] differentiated four operating modes: manual mode (human),
automation (robot), parallelization (same product, direct contact, suitable for pre-assembly),
and collaboration (same product, work together). There are other classifications in the
literature [28–30]. To summarize, there are four basic task types for HRC based on the
literature: coexistence, sequential cooperation, parallel cooperation, and collaboration.

2. Materials and Methods
2.1. Literature Review and Analysis on HRC Modeling Methods

Choosing the appropriate modeling language is imperative for the development
of a robust human–robot collaboration system. This choice depends on various factors,
including the particular task requirements, the target platform or framework, and the
specific preferences and technical skills of the developers. Commonly used modeling
languages in this field include Business Process Modeling Notation (BPMN), Systems
Modeling Language (SysML), behavior trees (BT), Unified Modeling Language (UML),
and Petri Nets. Literature related to each of these languages is reviewed and discussed in
this section.

2.1.1. Business Process Modeling Notation (BPMN)

BPMN was originally developed as a standard notation for business users to bridge
the gap between business process design and process implementation. A Business Process
Model contains a network of graphical objects representing activities or work and the
flow controls representing the order of performance [31]. While BPMN is typically used
for business processes, its capabilities can be extended to the field of robotics. More
specifically, it can be used to model the flow, tasks, decisions, and interactions that occur in
HRC processes.
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One approach found that there was a lack of consideration for the modeling of col-
laborative tasks and therefore attempted to completely model processes such as assembly
workflows, interactions, and decisions made by machines and humans. It supports variabil-
ity modeling, making it attractive for customized manufacturing scenarios. A BPMN-based
workflow designer was implemented to allow the user to model processes intuitively [32].

BPMN was also used for the development of a risk analysis software tool to support
changes in adaptive collaborative robotic scenarios [33]. The work presents a tool that can
automatically identify any changes that have been made to a particular application’s compo-
nents or processes, providing safety experts with a tool to monitor manufacturing processes.
The results showed that this technology provided better usability and decreased errors
when compared with conventional methods. BPMN was used as a basis for development,
with certain modifications to make it appropriate for collaborative scenarios.

Another paper tackles the task of warehouse material handling using an automated
guide vehicle system [34]. The Manufacturing Process Management System (MPMS) is used
to control the process. The aim is to achieve a system that performs all tasks automatically,
without requiring major changes for various processes. The MPMS was designed using
BPMN and Camunda as a platform, allowing for the BPMN model to be executed and
controlled in real time.

Concerning the lack of efficiency arising from static task allocation, one paper focused
on the use of adaptive task sharing in manufacturing and assembly [35]. A model was
developed for experimental purposes, which included task sharing worker assistance
software based on BPMN. The results indicated that adaptive task sharing reduced the
productivity gap in automated assembly.

2.1.2. Unified Modeling Language (UML)

UML is a popular modeling language in the fields of software engineering and system
design. Through its standardized notation, clear visualization and specification of struc-
tures, behaviors, and interactions of systems is achieved. UML is, therefore, thought to be
an ideal approach to model architecture, interfaces, and interactions in HRC systems. The
use of UML in the field of human–robot collaboration seems to mostly focus on safety and
risk analysis. This can be seen in [36–39].

F. D. Von Borstel et al. [40] used a combination of UML and colored Petri Nets (CPNs)
to model and simulate mobile robots based on wireless robotic components (WRCs). UML
diagrams were customized to describe the specific WRC architecture based on the robotic
software, particular task, and operational environment. The hierarchical CPNS were
developed using the customized UML diagrams as a guide. From there, an executable
model of the robotic system could be developed. Further work will aim to improve the
translation from UML to CPNs.

L. Carroll et al. [41] attempted to use UML in development for the design of real-time
robot controllers, based on the necessity of better adaptability from robots when working
in cooperation with humans. The main focuses were dependability, fault avoidance, fault
removal, and fault tolerance. UML was found to be appropriate for the development and
maintainability of this controller.

As a major software engineering modeling tool, UML can model requirements and
high-level system architecture very efficiently. However, UML is not well-established for
robotics, including HRC. While UML can be useful for modeling certain aspects of human–
robot collaboration, limitations arise when applied to the full scope collaborative scenarios.
Robots often operate autonomously and need to make decisions, but UML does not offer
specialized modeling constructs for representing autonomy or decision-making processes.

2.1.3. Systems Modeling Language (SysML)

SysML is a standardized formal language, of which the main purpose is the modeling
of systems engineering processes. It is based on UML but is more well-adapted for complex
systems in engineering and automation.
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Researchers proposed SysML as a modeling language as it was thought to simplify
robot programming through abstraction [42]. Since robots are increasingly being inte-
grated into environments where humans are present, they should be made safer, with
straightforward programming and interaction capabilities. To achieve this, SysML was
used to represent manufacturing processes by graphical diagrams capturing the system’s
structure from various perspectives. While this work did not focus directly on modeling
human–robot collaboration, it was one of the motives for the approach, and the capabilities
of the system show promise to be adapted for HRC scenarios.

While the literature specifically focusing on using SysML for HRC tasks is limited,
SysML has been widely used for modeling general robotic workflows. K. Ohara et al. [43]
proposed robot software design based on SysML. The language was chosen due to its
benefits in terms of reusability and flexibility. R. Candell et al. [44] aimed at achieving
real-time observation and control using SysMl modeling for architecture, components,
and information flows. This was based on Industry 4.0 and the resultant requirements
for adaptability, flexibility, and responsive communication. SysML is used to develop a
graphical model for a wireless factory work cell.

In summary, although SysML can be a useful tool for modeling certain aspects of HRC
such as requirements, system architecture, and interaction with external systems, SysML
is not the most suitable tool for modeling real-time interaction or human and complex
interaction scenarios.

2.1.4. Behavior Trees

Behavior trees have been widely used in the field of robotics to define the behavior of
autonomous agents. The graphical modeling language involves a hierarchical structure of
tasks and dependencies, making them an ideal approach to model complex decisions and
coordination in HRC scenarios.

The literature related to behavior trees is largely concerned with the limitations of
automation to capture human dexterity and judgement, especially in unstructured envi-
ronments where unforeseen events commonly occur. A framework was thus presented,
which captured various behaviors through which robot autonomy is enhanced. This was
achieved using behavior trees to model the robot’s intelligence, such as social behaviors,
human intention, and various tasks, including collaborative ones [45].

While behavior trees can be a valuable tool for modeling the autonomous behavior of
a robotic system, they are less suited for modeling the complexities of human–robot col-
laboration that involve, for example, communication, shared decision-making, and social
interaction. Behavior trees tend to focus on predefined actions and decision sequences, mak-
ing them less flexible in terms of accommodating the varied and sometimes unpredictable
nature of human intention. Behavior trees prioritize system-centric decision-making and
are not adept at handling human-centric decision processes. The design of behavior trees is
not human-centered, nor user-friendly; this is another drawback of behavior tree modeling.

2.1.5. Petri Nets

Petri nets were developed primarily for the modeling of systems in which events may
occur concurrently, with constraints on the concurrence [46]. Petri nets for human–robot
collaboration were found in the literature. A. Casalino et al. [47] presented a scheduling
method for collaborative tasks in assembly, which aims at achieving optimal planning and
adaptability of assembly process based on runtime knowledge. Similar work was carried
out in refs. [48,49]. Colored petri nets were used to model the concurrent scenario in which
a human works collaboratively with a wearable robot. The developed model assigned
tasks to the robot that were considered too laborious for the human in a panel installation
task [50]. The main aim of the work carried out by R. E. Yagoda et al. [51] was to develop a
technique to model human–robot interaction (HRI). A. Casalino et al. [52] demonstrated
this in a realistic scenario involving a human operator and dual-arm robot performing an
assembly task using time petri nets. However, the control policy is case-specific and needs
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to be extended to adapt to general cases in future research. Petri nets were found to be
advantageous, as they are generally simple yet are built upon underlying mathematics,
making them powerful for such modeling applications. Additionally, their graphical nature
makes them a great communication medium.

Petri nets have limitations on expressiveness for complex decision making, task al-
location, and communication. Their design is mainly used for discrete event modeling
other than real-time and continuous motion and perception. Petri nets also do not naturally
integrate with AI and learning algorithms. They are not considered the most suitable
choice for modeling the complexity and dynamics of human–robot collaboration, which
involves a combination of continuous and discrete interactions, uncertainty, and complex
decision-making processes.

2.1.6. Research Gap

To summarize, UML and SysML are more well-adapted for high-level system mod-
eling, requirement, and system integration. They are more geared for technical people
instead of systems’ end users. Behavior trees then mainly focus on automation, predefined
actions, and decision sequences, which are not suitable for humans nor HRC. Petri nets
lack expressiveness for decision making and communication. Although BPMN notations
have been found to be well-accepted by its intuitive modeling notation in terms of usability,
the standard BPMN focuses on business process modeling and does not have separate
notations for robots (robot tasks, robot skills, robot primitives, and HRC tasks). Although
BPMN can be applied to robotics, the process model becomes too complicated for non-
experts in BPMN. In general, there is a need to model HRC, but these aforementioned
modeling tools are not suitable for this purpose. They are all well-established tools in their
application areas. However, they are not developed specifically for robotics in the HRC
domain. In the current versions of these tools, it is not possible to separate the HRC task
types, specify the HRC modes, verify safety standards, nor monitor human factors.

Therefore, we have created a new modeling language, RTMN, for robotic processes
that is based on BPMN. It uses the well-known basic notation shapes and builds robotic
notations upon them. After our first RTMN version, we continued our research with the
aim of improving RTMN, especially in the human–robot collaboration area. RTMN 2.0 is
an extension of RTMN.

2.2. RTMN 2.0—Extension of RTMN

In this section, we will explain the RTMN 2.0 in detail. First, we will introduce the
former RTMN elements and then the additional elements in RTMN 2.0. Afterwards, we will
present the RTMN 2.0 sequence flow connection rules. The HRC model follows this and is
the core contribution of this paper. Later, other extensions and modifications of RTMN are
added. Finally, the implementation and demonstration of RTMN 2.0 are described at the
end of this chapter.

2.2.1. The RTMN Elements

RTMN originally contained eleven basic notations differentiated by shapes, colors,
and icons [2]. These notations were developed based on the well-known business process
modeling notation (BPMN) [53]. The goal was to develop a modeling language that covers
the robotics domain with familiar notations, rather than completely new ones. These
notations adopt colors, icons, and shapes in their design, aiming to make the modeling
more intuitive. Four BPMN standard notations, “sequence flow”, “event” (start, end), and
“gate way” (exclusive), are reused in RTMN (see BPMN specification [53]).

There are five new robotics-specific notations: robot task, robot skill, robot primitive,
HRC (human–robot collaboration) task, and one slightly changed notation—human task. It
is similar to a user task in BPMN; however, here, it has a human icon and a color assigned
to it. A “task” in BPMN is the lowest level of the process and cannot be broken down
into finer details. It is considered an atomic activity within a process [3]. However, the
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term “task” in the robotics area is, rather, a subprocess in relation to BPMN. With different
usages—a picking task, for example—it is not an atomic activity but consists of detailed
steps such as to move to the right place, locate the gripper and grasp, etc. Therefore, we
differentiate a robot task from a typical BPMN task. We define it as an activity consisting of
a set of activities that corresponds to a special type of BPMN sub-process that deals with
robot activities. The activities within the robot task are defined as skills and primitives.
Primitives are atomic activities that compose robotic skills, and skills form robot tasks.

2.2.2. The RTMN 2.0 Elements

RTMN 2.0, in comparison to the first version of RTMN, has the following extensions:

• Adding HRC modeling elements, including safety in combination with collaboration
modes and task types of humans and robots. This has significantly enriched the former
RTMN model and enabled it to be applied to HRC application areas.

• Adding requirements, with KPI as a basic element.
• Adding the link from requirements/KPI to robot control.
• Adding decision-making elements.

RTMN 2.0 was designed especially for modeling human–robot collaboration processes.
Together with version 1.0, it is capable of modeling light-out automated robotic processes
as well as human–robot collaboration processes. The model contains two sets of elements:
the RTMN elements and the extended elements. A complete overview is presented in
Figures 1–3. It consists of all the elements of RTMN 2.0, with the newest improvements
and extensions.

Figure 1. RTMN modeling elements—Part A: basic notation.

2.2.3. The RTMN 2.0 Sequence Flow Connection Rules

The authors display the rules regarding how to connect the elements in a sequence
flow in Figure 4. The basic rules are as follows: Start can only start a process and cannot
have any element flow into it. End is the opposite; it ends the process and cannot have
any elements flow out of it. Sequence Flow connects the other elements and points out the
direction of the process flow. Requirements are normally defined on the process level, but
they can also be assigned to tasks, skills, and primitives if needed. KPIs are usually used
to measure the achievement of requirements for the process but can also be assigned to
tasks, skills, and primitives if needed. Tasks can be connected to any other task, condition,
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decision, or sequence flow. Skills and primitives can be connected to skills and primitives
as well as conditions, decisions, and sequence flows.

Figure 2. RTMN modeling elements—Part B: HRC tasks.

2.2.4. The HRC Model

The authors have developed an HRC model that covers the following aspects of HRC:
HRC task types, HRC modes, combining the HRC task types and HRC modes, workspace,
and decision making. The authors proposed hardware and software solutions for each
HRC task type. The authors address every aspect one by one in the following sections.

Combining Collaboration Task Types and HRC Modes

Based on the literature ([10–16,25–30]), the authors consolidated the different classifica-
tions of the HRC task types and HRC modes. In the literature, five HRC modes (fence, SMS,
HG, SSM, and PFL) and five HRC task types (cell, coexistence, synchronized, cooperation,
and collaboration) are commonly defined. The HRC modes can ensure the safety of people
even when unexpected human intrusions occur. However, the HRC task types do not by
definition ensure the safety of people. This classification focuses on how closely humans
and robots work together, and only the people planned for the task are considered. In
reality, no matter how the authors define the task type, humans can act differently than
expected, and human intrusions can occur. Therefore, to ensure safety, each task type was
required to have a minimum safety mode enabled. For this reason, the authors present a
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new classification that integrates the HRC task types, HRC modes, and safety levels. Safety
level 0 indicates no risk to the human from the robot. It has the lowest safety requirements,
as the robot is within a physical fence. The safety levels go up to level 4, which requires the
highest safety requirements not only from hardware but also from software. The authors
also distinguish the collaboration levels (0–5): the higher, the more collaboration between
human and robot.

Figure 3. RTMN modeling elements—Part C: other notations.

Figure 4. RTMN 2.0 sequence flow connection rules.

For each task, the authors have defined general safety requirements. A solution design
for the hardware and software level is proposed for each HRC task type. This makes it
easier for process engineers to ensure safety when implementing HRC processes. The
overall approach is presented in Figure 5.
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Figure 5. Combining HRC task types and HRC modes [21,22].

In our new classification, we have five categories: coexistence fence (CF), sequential
cooperation SMS (SS), teaching HG (TH), parallel cooperation SSM (PS), and collaboration
PFL (CP). The “cell” of the human robot task type refers to the robot working autonomously,
surrounded by physical fences without human involvement, so we only needed to model
the robot tasks and no human tasks need to be modeled. In this case, we do not need to
create a separate HR task type for it, as it has only robot tasks. We added a new task type,
“Teaching”, which is when a human takes control of the robot and demonstrates what
the robot should do, then the robot learns and repeats it. The reason for adding it is to
cover this missing collaboration task type and then to be able to map it to the collaboration
mode HG.

• Coexistence Fence (CF)

This type (Figure 6) combines the task type “coexistence” and the collaboration mode
“fence”. This task has the lowest HRC level 0 and should activate at least safety level
0 (fence) in the background. We recommend using an industrial robot, since humans and
robots do not work together in the same workplace. The fence for the robot can be in the
form of a physical barrier or certified hardware such as a light curtain/2D scanner. As
long as fence mode is insured, this task is safe. No additional software functionalities
are needed.

• Sequential Cooperation SMS (SS)

This type (Figure 7) combines the task type “synchronized” and collaboration mode
“safety-rated monitored stop”. “safety-rated monitored stop” means “condition where
the robot is stopped with drive power active, while a monitoring system with a specified
sufficient safety performance ensures that the robot does not move”, as described in [54].

This task has collaboration level 1 and should activate at least safety level 1 (SMS) in
the background. We recommend using either an industrial robot or a collaborative robot
with safety-certified hardware, such as a light curtain/2D scanner to ensure SMS (robot
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stops when human enters the robot working area). As long as SMS mode is ensured, this
task is safe. No additional software functionalities are needed.

Figure 6. Coexistence fence notation.

Figure 7. Sequential cooperation SMS notation.

• Teaching HG (TH)

This type (Figure 8) combines the task type “teaching” and collaboration mode “Hand
Guiding”. This task has collaboration level 2 and should activate at least safety level 2 (HG)
in the background. We recommend using a collaborative robot with safety-certified hard-
ware that allows the robot’s state to switch to safety-rated monitored speed functionality
to allow for the direct movement of the robot, e.g., a hand guiding device. If a minimum
safety HG mode is ensured, this task is safe. Safety-rated monitored speed functionalities
need to be programmed at the software level. In ISO 10218-1, safety-rated monitored speed
is written as “safety-rated function that causes a protective stop when either the Cartesian
speed of a point relative to the robot flange (e.g., the TCP), or the speed of one or more axes
exceeds a specified limit value” [54].

• Parallel Cooperation SSM (PS)

This type (Figure 9) combines the task type “parallel cooperation” and the collab-
oration mode “speed and separation monitoring”. This task has collaboration level 3;
it should activate at least safety level 3 (SSM) in the background and put in place the
hardware that ensures the SSM mode. We recommend using a collaborative robot with
safety-certified hardware that has zone/position control capabilities, e.g., a 2D scanner,
pressure pads/floors, or a 3D safety vision scanner. Speed/position control functionalities
need to be programmed at the software level. The work area should be divided into three
zones: green zone (robot runs at full speed), yellow zone (robot runs at reduced speed),
and red zone (robot stops). As long as SSM mode is ensured, this task is safe.

Figure 8. Teaching HG notation.

• Collaboration PFL (CP)
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This type (Figure 10) combines the task type “collaboration” and the collaboration
mode “power and force limiting”. This task has collaboration level 4 and should activate
safety level 4 (power and force limiting) in the background. This type is the most collab-
orative task type, requires the highest safety controls, and demands the most software
engineering effort. We recommend using a collaborative robot with safety-certified hard-
ware that can control the limitations of motor power and force, e.g., a 3D safety vision
scanner or a vision system. For force control and limitation, force/torque sensors in end-
effectors and/or in the joints of the robot are required. At the software level, functionalities
need to be developed for collision handling, distance monitoring, force control, velocity
tracking, and power of robot limitation. As long as PFL mode is ensured, this task is safe.
For this notation, one must assign HRC mode 4 and task type collaboration to it.

Figure 9. Parallel cooperation SSM notation.

Figure 10. Collaboration PFL notation.

We calculated the minimum separation distance between the robot and the human
(DHR) with the following parameters: Speed Robot (VR), Speed Human (VH), Reaction
Time (TR), and Stop Time (TS). An illustration of the formula is shown in Figure 11.

DHR =VR * (TR + TS) + VH * (TR + TS)

Figure 11. Minimum separation distance.

Workspace

To align the modeling with a realistic robotic cell, we introduced the workspace
notation. This notation is similar to the BPMN pool/lane (see Figure 12). In BPMN, pools
represent companies, departments, or roles. Lanes represent sub-entities within these
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organizations and appear as swim lanes inside the pool [3]. For robotic processes, there are
usually only limited humans involved in the process. In the robotic cell, the focus is not
different entities, such as roles or departments, but different areas in the cell. Therefore,
we propose the use of pools/lanes as workspaces for separating the different areas in the
robotic cell.

Figure 12. Workspace notation.

One can use workspaces when tasks involved in the process are carried out in multiple
workspaces. When tasks switch from one workspace to another, there will be a pop-up
window or a voice reminder of the workspace change. A workspace can have input and
output and precondition and postcondition assigned to it. With these properties, one can set
up specific requirements for the workspace. An example of the use of workspace notation
is shown in Figure 13.

Figure 13. Example of using workspace notation.

Decision Making

We modeled decision making with two different notations. We called one “condition”
(see Figure 14), which represents rule-based decision making, and the other “decision” (see
Figure 15), which refers to human decision making.

Figure 14. Condition notation.

Figure 15. Decision notation.

Rule-based decision making is enabled by a rule table where users can specify their
decision logic. We illustrate in Table 2 how the rule table looks, with some examples to
demonstrate its usage.

The rule table checks whether the conditions are met. Depending on whether the
conditions are met or not, a corresponding action is followed. Often, there is only one
parameter that is being checked, for example, “quality check”. However, there are also
cases where multiple parameters are checked. In this case, we need to define the sequence
of the condition check. We use a sequence column to indicate that the parameters are
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checked sequentially one by one. When the rule table is defined, this sequential execution
must be followed.

Table 2. Rule table.

Sequence Parameter Equation Value Action

1 Bin status
= Empty Fill up bin
̸= Empty Do nothing

2 Distance, robot and human
= VR * (TR + TS) + VH * (TR + TS) Stop robot
> VR * (TR + TS) + VH * (TR + TS) Robot run at collaborative speed

3 Quality check = Accepted Move product to next station
= Rejected Move to rejected bin

Human decision making allows operators/users to specify a question that will be
answered at the run time. In this step, a question will pop up and ask the operator/user to
give an input (commonly a yes or no answer). Based on what the operator chooses (yes or
no), a different branch of the process flow will be executed. Figure 16 gives an example of
the decision notation.

Figure 16. Example of using decision notation.

2.2.5. Other Extensions and Modifications

RTMN 2.0 not only extends the HRC area but also covers other additional functional-
ities. Requirements and KPIs have been added to the modeling language. The aim is to
achieve traceability from requirements through tasks, skills, and primitives to reach the
defined KPIs. The process notation is added to represent the different processes. We also
made some modifications to the skill and primitive notations in the first version of RTMN
so that the distinction would be more obvious.

Requirements and KPI

Key performance indicators (KPIs) form a specialized set of metrics steering man-
agement activities towards improving company performance, representing quantitative
measures of critical success factors (CSFs) in enterprises [55]. They serve as variables re-
flecting progress toward goals while aligning with the company’s vision and strategies [55].
Displaying KPIs is essential in order for supervisors and employees to seek improvements
and reach for better performance [55]. In an HRC environment, safety and ergonomics
are widely acknowledged as crucial pillars, while in a business context, productivity,
encompassing both effectiveness and efficiency, and economics must be considered [55].

Therefore, after analyzing numerous research papers, Caiazzo et al. divided the
various KPIs related to HRC into the following four areas: “Productivity”, “Economics”,
“Safety”, and “Ergonomics” [55]. We adopted their systematic approach and categorized
the requirements and KPIs into these four categories.

The requirement notation (see Figure 16) and KPI notation (see Figure 17) were added
to RTMN 2.0 to visualize the business requirements and KPIs at the process level. We could
also assign requirements and KPIs at the task level if needed.
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Figure 17. Requirement notation.

The requirement notation (see Figure 17) represents the business requirements of a
robotic process/task. It has the following properties: name, formula, KPI, input, output,
precondition, and postcondition. One can set constraints using preconditions and postcon-
ditions. For example, one can add a postcondition—the sum of net machine utilization and
net operator actuation is 100%. The KPI notation defines the key performance indicators
linked to the requirements (see Figure 18). Table 3 illustrates the general KPIs for the HRC
robotic processes, among which a few are related to humans: accident rate, net operator
actuation, and human exposure to chemicals.

Figure 18. KPI notation.

Table 3. Requirements and KPIs.

Requirement Requirement Formula Name of KPI KPI Formula

Decrease cycle time by 10% (Cycle Time old − Cycle time
new)/Cycle Time old ≤ 10% Cycle Time Cycle Time = Process end

time − Process begin time

Increase productivity by 20% (Productivity old − Productivity
new)/Productivity old ≥ 20% Productivity Units of product/production

time (hours)

Reach success rate of 80% Success Rate ≥ 80% Success Rate Nr of success action/Nr of
total actions

Reach reprogramming time of
less than 10 min Reprogramming Time < 10 min Reprogramming Time Time finish reconfiguration − Time

start reconfiguration
Reduce scrap product to less
than 5%

Nr of scrap product/Nr of total
product ≤ 5% Scrap Product The number of products not accepted

in quality inspection
Increase machinery utilization
to more than 75% Net Machine Utilization ≥ 75% Net Machine Utilization Machine run hours per

process/process duration
Reduce net operator actuation
to less than 25% Net Operator Actuation ≤ 25% Net Operator Actuation Human working hours per

process/process duration

Reduce accident rate to 0 Accident Rate = 0 Accident Rate The number of reportable health and
safety incidents per month

Increase human
safety/reduce exposure to
chemicals/danger

1 − Human exposure to chemical
rate ≥ 30% Human Exposure to Chemicals Time of human exposure to

chemicals/danger/cycle time

Traceability of Requirements and KPIs

The inputs for calculating the KPIs come from ROS, the robot control level. From
primitives and skills, we can obtain the input values, use them for calculating the KPIs,
and validate the requirements. Through this, traceability of the requirements and KPIs
is achieved.

To be more specific, KPIs are calculated automatically based on the values created in
different layers of the robot system. For example, for a pick skill, it is tracked whether the
pick is successful or not. The success rate of picking is calculated by the number of success
picks/total pick attempts. Another example is the robotic task scrap product, through
which quality inspections of the number of accepted products and unaccepted products
are tracked. If the product is within the error tolerance, it will be accepted, and vice versa.
The system can add up the number of accepted products and the number of unaccepted
products, and then product quality is calculated by dividing the number of products not
accepted by the number of total products.
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Robotic Process

A robotic process involves robots in the process. We have added this notation (see
Figure 19) because we want to visually show the relationship between business require-
ments and the overall process. A process can contain human tasks, robot tasks, and
HRC tasks.

Figure 19. Robotic process notation.

The robotic process has data properties: name, owner, and organization. Require-
ment/Objective and KPIs are no longer just properties of the process. They have their own
notations, as described earlier.

We provide an example of modeling KPIs and requirements for a process in Figure 20.
The dashed arrows indicate data association.

Figure 20. Process–requirement–KPI example.

Skill and Primitive

We modified the icons of the skill and primitive notation in order to easily distinguish
the robot task and robot skill visually whilst bringing the appearance of the skill and
primitive notation closer together. Then, both skill and primitive had robot body icons (see
Figures 21 and 22). The robot task has a robot arm icon.

Figure 21. Skill notation.

2.2.6. The Implementation

As described in the former RTMN paper [2], the modeling language RTMN was used
in the graphical user interface (GUI) of the ACROBA platform. The notations from RTMN
2.0 were defined as drag and drop elements in the GUI. The GUI was developed according
to the Flutter framework [56]. Flutter uses Dart as its programming language. The special
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package Dartros [57] enables Flutter to communicate with ROS [58] by implementing
the ROS client library. The overall architecture is shown in Figure 23 (taken from the
former paper).

Figure 22. Primitive notation.

Figure 23. RTMN 2.0 framework [2].

The GUI using RTMN 2.0 serves as a modeling tool. The users can create a process
model in the GUI. The process sequence is then sent from the GUI to the task planner
through Dartros. We described the task planner in another research paper [59]. The task
planner takes the sequence and “translates” it to a behavior tree, which is connected to ROS.
The task planner also provides feedback and the status of the tasks to the GUI. The amount
of available modeling elements, such as skills and primitives, is managed through an ontol-
ogy where domain knowledge such as tasks, skills, and primitives are defined. The charac-
teristics of ontology ease the sharing of knowledge, provide clearly structured data, and en-
able accurate reasoning of the data [60]. Therefore, we also adopted the benefits of ontology
for knowledge sharing among heterogeneous systems and human–machine interactions.

2.2.7. Demonstration

The design of the Graphical User Interface (GUI) for RTMN 2.0 is presented in
Figure 24. The left side is divided into different abstraction levels: processes, tasks, skills,
and primitives. At the bottom left conner, the connecting notations are shown. One can
simply drag and drop the notations on the left to model an HRC process.

We illustrated one example of an HRC process. This example is a modification of a
use case process due to confidentiality. A printed circuit board (PCB) assembly is a process
used to assemble a PCB. The assembly works by putting different kinds of Pin through
Hole (PTH) components onto the PCB. This process consists of three tasks: move PTH to
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pick station, assemble PCB, and inspect PCB. Move PTH to pick station and assemble PCB
are two HRC tasks, while inspect PCB is a robot task.
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For the HRC task of move PTH to pick station, safety mode SMS should be ensured
because it is a sequential HRC task with the human and robot working one after another. It
has a human task, fill up bin; followed by a robot skill, move to bin; then a primitive grasp
PTH; a robot skill, move to pick station; and a primitive, release PTH.

For the HRC task assemble PCB, safety mode SSM should be ensured, as humans and
robots work in parallel for this task. They work side by side on the same PCB, but not at
the same time. When a PTH is wrongly positioned, the human needs to correct it. As the
human approaches the robot and enters the “red” zone, the robot stops. This task consists
of a simple robot skill—match PCB (this skill scans PCB, then, based on the scanned image,
loads the CAD model of the PCB)—and two parallel tasks (combination of skills)—correct
position error by human and pick and place by the robot. The join/split notation is used
here to split the sequence into two then merge the two back into one again.

The robot task inspect PCB does not involve any humans. It is purely performed
by a robot. For this task, a condition notation is used to decide where the PCB goes
after inspection. If it is accepted, it is moved to the next station. If it is rejected, the PCB
is scrapped.

3. Results

We adopted the “technology acceptance model” [61] from Davis and Venkatesh for
the purpose of developing and validating our approach. Based on Davis and Venkatesh,
perceived ease of use and perceived usefulness of prototypes were shown to predict the
real use of the technology [61]. We used both quantitative (questionnaire) and qualitative
(interviews) methods. The evaluations of our approach were carried out with 17 partners
and 82 participants.

As we described in our former paper [2], we first identified a gap between technology
and users in the research area, which is “Robot control requires high levels of expertise and
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operators lack knowledge and know-how for controlling robot”. Keeping this gap in mind,
we conducted a survey to gather requirements from the use cases. Based on the survey’s
findings, we developed the first version of the user interface. We performed an evaluation of
this user interface through interviews and questionnaires. The main findings are described
in the following sections.

3.1. Requirement Survey Findings

The survey is described in Appendix A. This survey/questionnaire received 16 an-
swers. We illustrate the three key results gathered from the survey that are the most relevant
for developing RTMN—see Figures 24–26.

Figure 25. Survey Question 5: What do you expect for a user interface of ACROBA?

Figure 26. Survey Question 5: Which of the following task representations do you like the most?

The most important factors of a user interface are “Easy to use” and “graphical”, as
shown in Figure 25.

The RTMN representation received 12 votes and was the users’ favorite choice (see
Appendix A for question detail) (See Figure 26).

Figure 27 shows that “drag and drop” and “user friendly” are the most important
requirements for a user interface.

To summarize, the main requirements identified by the users and implemented in the
RTMN design for the user interface are that it is easy to use, graphical, drag and drop, and
user friendly.
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Figure 27. Survey Question 6: What do you expect from a user interface for planning the robot tasks?

3.2. Early Validation Interview and Survey Findings

The validation was carried out by both interviews and questionnaires. We interviewed
seven user groups from five use cases of ACROBA and showed them a video of the first
version of the graphical user interface with RTMN. The main results of the validation are
shown in Figure 28 (not all questions are listed).
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One can clearly see that they perceived the GUI with RTMN as useful for managing
their work and expressed their willingness to use the tool. Additionally, they found
the design easy to understand and intuitive to use. Therefore, based on the technology
acceptance models [62], we can draw the conclusion that the likelihood for a user to use
the tool after implementation is high, and the acceptance of the tool is promising.

Many additional requirements have arisen from the interviews. Human interaction
with the robot, user input, and parallel process are the major areas of focus for the next
version of the GUI. We gathered these requirements and converted them into new functional
specifications for the development of the second version of the GUI. These functions are
described in this paper.
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We plan to perform another round of evaluation of the GUI after its implementation
in mid-2024. We will again use both quantitative and qualitative research methods. We
will analyze the results of the questionnaire and interviews and assess the benefits and
drawbacks of the GUI. Based on the feedback, further improvements will be made.

There is a lengthy validation process after rollout to the five real-world industrial use
cases. This will validate cost saving, productivity improvements, safety assurance, and
efficiency. We have two additional third-party use cases to evaluate the flexibility and
scalability of the tool. The results will be presented in 2024.

4. Discussion

This paper has not yet covered the details of modeling of human factors related
to mental safety (mental stress and anxiety) induced by close interaction with robots.
According to Hancock et al., establishing trust and acceptance is crucial in automation [63].
Norman emphasized user-centered design and its pivotal role [64]. He explained that
poorly designed interfaces contribute to stress. Wickens et al., in their human factors
engineering research, found out that effective workload management is essential to prevent
cognitive and physical overload [65]. Asaro worked on the ethical and psychological impact
of interacting closely with robots, and he described that these closed interactions may raise
ethical concerns and have psychological implications, such as fear or discomfort [66].

Although challenges related to mental safety in HRC have been discovered, there are
still many difficulties when addressing these changes: 1. collaboration and coordination
between experts across various areas, such as robotics, psychology, human–computer inter-
action, and ethics; 2. the difficulty of keeping up with rapid technological advancements;
3. different people act differently when working with robots; and 4. we do not have a
complete understanding of human cognition and emotion.

The authors will continue their research in this area and aim to develop a comprehen-
sive approach for modeling human factors. Our plan is to address the following factors
in future research: performance factors, such as productivity, capability, intension, and
workload, and health factors, such as fatigue, anxiety, satisfaction, trust, and acceptance.
We will define methods for assessment of these factors using system knowledge and facts
saved in an ontology. This assessment can be defined in the form of rules for the HRC
tasks. Based on the conditions of the rules, actions will be triggered for task planning
and execution.

5. Conclusions

This paper covers the extension and modification of the RTMN. RTMN 2.0 focuses
on the modeling of human robot collaboration processes. Modeling of the requirements
and KPIs was added to enable traceability from a process to the lower robotic control level.
Notations related to decision making are modified as an improvement to RTMN. These
additional features of RTMN 2.0 together extend RTMN to the HRC process domain by
separating the HRC tasks from normal tasks (human tasks and robot tasks) and labeling
the different types of human–robot interactions. The five separation notations are self-
explanatory, and users can use them as predefined templates, to easily design the task
details, and to ensure safety through safety modes, which require configuration for hard-
ware and software implementations. The safety of humans is ensured through the assigned
safety mode of each notation, as each safety mode is monitored in the background with
corresponding rules to control the safety. These additional features provide the following
benefits to users: increases the intuitiveness, provides easy-to-use templates, is code-free,
and ensures safety and reusability. In addition, the basic RTMN notations are very similar
to the notations users use to draw process flows. The familiarity then eases the utilization
of the tool, therefore allowing people without programming expertise to plan and control
robots in an easier way.
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User training is planned before the final testing after the implementation. This training
is expected to be within 10 h. The simplicity of the tool is very high in comparison to
gaining high-level robot programming skills, which would take months or years.
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Appendix A. Questionnaire for ACROBA User Interface (Plain Version, Link to Google
form: https://forms.gle/6iyfGuF2giEUWMWX7)

Role____________, Expert Level___________, Relation to the project__________________

1. What are the users of the ACROBA platform (allow multiple choice)?

A. Business users
B. Engineers
C. Programmers
D. Manager
E. Others: ___________________

2. Do the users want to interact with the system?

A. Yes
B. No
C. Only when error occurs.
D. Others: ___________________

3. On what device do you expect to manage the control of the robot?

A. Smartphone/tablet
B. Laptop/PC
C. HMI
D. Others: __________________

4. What do you expect for a user interface of ACROBA?

A. One user interface for both planning and execution
B. Separate user interface for planning and execution
C. Graphical user interface
D. Simple texts and buttons
E. Easy to use.
F. No user interface needed.

https://forms.gle/6iyfGuF2giEUWMWX7
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5. Which of the following task representations do you like the most?

a.
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6. What do you expect from a user interface for planning robot tasks? 

A. Drag and drop robot tasks to planning. 
B. Run simulation for different scenarios. 
C. Present different optimizations to choose from 
D. User friendly 
E. Graphical representation 
F. Others: ___________________ 

7. What do you expect from a user interface when executing robot tasks? 

A. An overview of the task execution 
B. Control the robot tasks execution: _____________________ 

a. go forward. 
b. backward 
c. stop 
d. repeat 

Source: RTMN
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A. Drag and drop robot tasks to planning. 
B. Run simulation for different scenarios. 
C. Present different optimizations to choose from 
D. User friendly 
E. Graphical representation 
F. Others: ___________________ 

7. What do you expect from a user interface when executing robot tasks? 

A. An overview of the task execution 
B. Control the robot tasks execution: _____________________ 

a. go forward. 
b. backward 
c. stop 
d. repeat 

Scheme 12. November 2023.

6 What do you expect from a user interface for planning robot tasks?

A. Drag and drop robot tasks to planning.
B. Run simulation for different scenarios.
C. Present different optimizations to choose from
D. User friendly
E. Graphical representation
F. Others: ___________________

7 What do you expect from a user interface when executing robot tasks?

A. An overview of the task execution
B. Control the robot tasks execution: _____________________

a. go forward.
b. backward
c. stop
d. repeat
e. run optimization.
f. Others: ___________________

C. Provide additional information from different systems when error occurs.

a. Information from the Vision system
b. Information from the safety system
c. Information from robot task
d. Others: ___________________

8 What do you want to control robot tasks execution?

a. go forward.
b. go backward
c. stop
d. repeat
e. run optimization.
f. Others: ___________________

9 What information do you want to see when error occurs?

a. Information from the Vision system
b. Information from the safety system
c. Information from robot task
d. Others: ___________________

10 Do you have experience working with Robot in the production line?

A. Yes
B. No
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11 If yes, what are the problems you have working with robots?

A. When there is an error, it is hard to fix the error.
B. Error/warning are too technical, not enough information of the system, cannot

fix the problem easily.
C. Cannot control the robot tasks freely.
D. Reprogramming a robot task is very time consuming.
E. No overview of the process
F. Lacking information from the vision system or other systems of the

tasks performed
G. User interface is too simple.
H. The user interface is not user friendly.
I. Others: ___________________
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